Identification of counterfeit drugs using near-infrared spectroscopy.
This work was aimed at the investigation of the use of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) for the identification of counterfeit drugs. The identification is based on the comparison of the NIR spectrum of a sample with typical spectra of the authentic drug using multivariate modelling and classification algorithms (PCA/SIMCA). Initially, NIRS was evaluated for spectrum acquisition of various drugs, selected in order to observe the diversity of physico-chemical characteristics found among commercial products. The parameters which could affect the spectra of a given drug (especially if presented in solid form) were investigated and the results showed that the first derivative can minimise spectral changes associated with tablet geometry, physical differences in their faces and position in relation to the probe beam. The power of NIRS in distinguishing among similar pharmaceuticals was demonstrated and a protocol is proposed to construct a multivariate model and to include it in a library allowing testing for drug authenticity. The methodology was evaluated with real samples of counterfeit drugs and was able to recognise all those presenting changes in composition as false. The results show unequivocally the potential of NIRS for rapid, on-site and non-destructive identification of counterfeit pharmaceuticals.